
 

Scientific progress on the side of Switzerland! 

(Text of Pierre Gendreau-Hétu) 

Qebec projects ADNy and Romandie ADNy 

 
 

The Association The Descendants of Pierre Miville Inc. has made the bet of participatory science to 

advance knowledge on its ancestral origins. We already know that important steps have been taken in 

the last four years under the governorship of the undersigned. This ongoing research has succeeded, 

despite obstacles and inevitable failures, in identifying two related family strains that have finally 

illuminated the roots of MIVILLE in Switzerland. 

   

Some expenses have been incurred by the Association, although this research has always been conducted 

without compensation. The Association has naturally defrayed the cost of some well targeted DNA (Y 

chromosome) tests. These genealogy-specific tests have little in common with widely marketed DNA 

tests. DNA tests on the Y chromosome have their own quality of being able to probe male lineages over 

several centuries. The Y chromosome is transmitted from father to son in the manner of the family name 

and therefore illuminates the history of the latter. 

 

The Québec ADNy and Romandie ADNy projects managed the genetic results and successively 

established the relationship of the MIVILLE of America with MIVELAZ and DEMIÉVILLE families 

from Switzerland. This research continues its progress because the genetic analyzes ordered allow not 

only punctual results, but their updating because of the evolution of knowledge. The dynamic nature of 

genomic data is part of the ever-increasing resolution of the human Y chromosome tree. 

 

Certain genetic variations, biologically neutral mutations called SNPs, now join the anthroponymic 

horizon of the last millennium, during which surnames emerged in the West. The MIVILLE have recently 

received a new terminal SNP, R-BY35123, which they wear exclusively in the current state of 

knowledge. In a way, it is the equivalent of a family name, in its genetic "translation"! So far, the strain 

MIVILLE was decked out with the variation R-BY35117. But this mutation is now upstream of the male 

line of MIVILLE and a more developed R-BY35123 not only characterizes the family of Pierre 

MIVILLE and his patrilineal descendants, but also the MIVELAZ family of Friborg, which had already 

been established by related genetic. 

 

The last works had succeeded in connecting the MIVELAZ and the MIVILLE to an older family, the 

DEMIÉVILLE of the commune of Villarzel on the borders of the cantons of Vaud and Friborg. This 

family is documented there as early as 1466. But this family does not show the genetic variation R-

BY35123 and retains R-BY35117 as terminal SNP. This means that the R-BY35123 branch has emerged 

somewhere between a common strain pursued by the DEMIÉVILLE and a separate new branch now 

grouping MIVELAZ and MIVILLE. The emergence of genetic SNPs corresponds to the appearance of 

new branches in the genetic and genealogical tree of humanity. 

 

Here is the Association The Descendants of Pierre MIVILLE perched on a genealogical branch that she 

shares exclusively with a MIVELAZ family from Friborg. This terminal SNP, R-BY35123, belongs to 

these two families! It is the result of the investments of the Association and its management. DNA data 

is dynamic and in constant progress. The proof can be found on the following website: 

https://www.familytreedna.com/public/SwissRomandyyDNA?iframe=ycolorized  

 

https://www.familytreedna.com/public/SwissRomandyyDNA?iframe=ycolorized


FamilyTreeDNA - Romandie ADNy / Swiss Romandy yDNA 

Romandie ADNy / Swiss Romandy yDNA - Y-DNA Colorized Chart. For genealogy within the 

most recent fifteen generations, STR markers help define paternal lineages. 

www.familytreedna.com 

 

(as well as on the corresponding page of Projet Québec ADNy). This still warm development confirms 

whether the MIVELAZ and MIVILLE families must be very close and have historically separated from 

the older DEMIÉVILLE strain as a single branch before becoming two in turn. 

 

Genomic science rewrites the genealogy with all the precision allowed by population genetics. Let us 

remember, however, that this progress is entirely based on the single Y chromosome. This genetic 

element carries no hereditary pathology and therefore does not imply any medical consideration. In fact, 

this chromosome is an extraordinary boon for genealogical research and the success of our research 

should in no way feed any concern. 
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